My Personal Journey Through LegalZoom.com
By: Patricia A. McLelland

Introduction
Everyone has seen the ads from LegalZoom.com featuring lawyer Robert Shapiro, encouraging you to “put the law
on your side.” Millions of dollars have been spent advertising legal self‐help sites. These sites have spawned a
number of lawsuits over flawed documents. In 2010 a suit was filed in California over a LegalZoom trust that could
not be funded. Buyer beware.
II know a little bit about estate planning, but probably just enough to be dangerous. This article documents my
personal journey as a legalzoom.com customer interested in protecting my family and assets when I die.

The LegalZoom Promise







"Each LegalZoom Last Will package is backed by our
100% satisfaction guarantee and comes with lifetime
customer support."
"Our documents have been accepted by courts and
government agencies in all 50 states."
"No surprise pricing. We offer effective services
without expensive hourly fees."
"94% of our customers would recommend
LegalZoom."
"Start your business. Protect your family. Launch
your dreams."
“70% complete their own will within 15 minutes.”

Getting Started
It seems pretty easy. Browse to www.legalzoom.com, choose the document, answer some questions, supply your
credit card information and viola‐‐your finished document arrives via email. If you choose the more expensive
Comprehensive Package, a paper copy is delivered by FedEx. The lure is clearly the price: a Will is $69‐79 and the
pricing for a Revocable Trust is $249‐269. Wow, I'm all in.
Fact Pattern Used
Disclaimer: This is a fictitious client. I choose an uncomplicated "middle‐class" fact pattern. Client is married, lives
in Florida, has three adult children and $500K in total assets (not unusual when you tally home, savings, life
insurance, cars, valuables, 401K, etc.). There is not enough money to trigger federal estate tax issues.
Goal: Have all property to go my husband. If he dies before me, then to my children in these shares:
Children:
Stephen
Married, Age 33
Sold his Dot.com Company in 2000 ‐‐ has significant wealth—he receives smaller share than his sisters
Receives 10% (his share goes outright – no trust)
Christen
Married, Age 28
Receives 45% (I don't trust her husband so her share goes into a perpetual trust that he can't touch)

Megan
Single, Age 24
Receives 45% (her share goes outright – no trust)
Net worth: $500,000 (total assets)

The Process
1: Register at the LegalZoom site.
2: Choose a document from the LegalZoom library.
3: Complete the online questionnaire.
4: Pay for your purchase with credit card.
5: Someone at LegalZoom reviews the data input.
6: Document is delivered, ready for execution.
Delivery method depends on whether you choose Basic or Comprehensive package. Basic includes a paper
copy of your completed document mailed to you. Comprehensive provides delivery via email and a hard copy
arrives via 2‐day delivery service.

First Step
I am asked to "Choose a document." A list appears with many categories ‐‐‐ wills, trusts, limited partnerships, real
estate leases, divorces, copyrights, patents, and more). I want to protect my family with a Will (I think) or some
other document. Do I need a Will or a Living Trust? The decision can have a profound impact on my family. I don't
feel qualified to make the right choice. From experience, I know there are many family and legal issues that should
be considered here and I wish I had an attorney to call. Nevertheless, I push on.
Continuing on my self‐help journey, I explored LegalZoom's "help," looking for answers to whether I should use a
Will or a Living Trusts. I found a Frequently Asked Questions page in the Will Information Center. Here is what it
says about Living Trusts:
"A living trust lets you control who receives your assets after you die. However, this isn't the only reason to
create a living trust. A living trust can offer many benefits to its creator. For example, a living trust can help
your beneficiaries avoid the probate‐related expenses and delay normally associated with wills. Probate is
required if the value of your probate estate exceeds a relatively low amount, which varies by state. Probate
can last longer than two years…and can cost up to 10% of your estate's value. Living trusts can provide more
privacy than wills. Although wills must be submitted to a probate court – and therefore made public–living
trusts need not be. Living trusts may help you avoid certain estate taxes if they are prepared and funded
properly. Finally, living trusts let you hand over the management of your assets if you become
incapacitated.”
More questions. Is probate terrible in my state? Is it something I should really avoid? Then there is: "Probate is
required if the value of your probate estate exceeds a relatively low amount which varies by state." What's the
threshold in Florida? I can surely find it on the internet with more self‐help. However, information is not advice and
I am still in a quandary. As a self‐help customer, I have to 1) read the help and learn about these concepts, 2)
determine how the issues affect me, and 3) make critical decisions flying blind.
"Living trusts may help you avoid certain estate taxes if they are prepared and funded properly." How do I "fund"
it? Estate Taxes—do they affect me? I don't know the answers. Because I am leaving for an overseas trip next week,

I want to get something on paper and signed. Frustrated by the complex topics, I abandon the idea of creating a
Living Trust and select a Will, hoping that my assets go to my family and not into the state coffers.

Second Step
I complete a Will "questionnaire," a collection of standard data entry forms supplying information about me, my
husband, children, personal representatives, trustees and individual gifts.

Next, we're on to the challenge round. “If you have a large estate, creating a Credit Shelter Trust (What's that??)
may help reduce inheritance taxes.”
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I just fell into the deep end of the pool and water is closing over my head. Is my $500K estate considered a “large
estate?” What are "inheritance taxes" and do they apply to me? Do I need or should I use a Credit Shelter Trust?
I realize now that what I really want is NOT to generate a Will‐‐but to protect my family and ensure my assets are
distributed the way I intend. I need solutions and it's up to me to solve my own problems. So, I’m back to
researching legal and tax concepts using the LegalZoom “Help” button to see what it recommends.

LegalZoom help seems to think a Credit Shelter Trust provides some flexibility so I answer "Yes." (Is it possible for
me to grasp the concept of a Credit Shelter Trust after reading a single paragraph? I think not. I'm taking a leap of
faith here.)
Next I'm asked if I would like to “include a Testamentary Trust clause" to protect my children. (Huh??) I again visit
the LegalZoom help area. I chose "Yes" although I am not completely comfortable with my answer. I am asked for
the beneficiary name, how long the beneficiary’s share will be held in trust, and to name the trustees. More foreign
concepts. The remainder of the questionnaire contains questions about a final resting place and special funeral
instructions. Ok, those I can answer, but I assume that by the time the Will is reviewed by my family a few weeks
after death, it will likely be too late if I'm buried in the wrong cemetery.

Third Step
Now that the questions are answered, I must pay for my document. Frankly, this is the only really easy part.
Information appears telling me that the document will be reviewed for grammar, typos and other errors (but not
for legal sufficiency). For an extra $17 charge, I can receive my Will via email and overnight express delivery of a
hard copy. I opt for express delivery.

Fourth Step
The next day I receive a call from "Seth" at LegalZoom. He needs to clarify a few answers, primarily those on
Christen's trust screen. I specified that her trust would last in perpetuity—meaning it will never terminate. I didn’t
know whether Florida permits these perpetual trusts (some states don't) and was curious about how LegalZoom
deals these situations. Seth said I can't have the trust go on indefinitely and I need to supply a termination date. He
didn’t explain why (was it a Florida law issue or a LegalZoom software limitation?) I suspect Seth is a lawyer. When I

asked questions he nibbled around the edges but clearly avoided giving “legal advice.” This a delicate balancing act
for LegalZoom‐‐ when the customer doesn’t understand concepts and their implications and needs guidance. Seth
said he'll change the trust termination language and send me my Will.
My ready‐to‐sign Will arrived the next day in a nice presentation folder with instructions on how to have it
executed. It looks very impressive but I have no idea whether it is the right tool for the job, if its terms are legally
enforceable in Florida, or whether it protects my family the way I intend. Of course, since this was a fictitious Will, it
remains unsigned. I have a new found appreciation for what lawyers do.

Conclusion
The customer experience was good. I was able to work my way through the lengthy questionnaire although I did
not always understand the implications of what I was choosing.
Using LegalZoom for do‐it‐yourself legal help is much like a novice re‐wiring their bathroom electrical system—
anyone with access to a Home Depot, a pair of wire cutters and a screw driver can do the job‐‐ but it's dangerous.
There are times when it pays to call a trained professional and have the job done right. Legal services are not for
the do‐it‐yourselfer. There are just too many ways to "screw it up." Hire a lawyer who will look at your family
picture, discuss your finances, answer your questions, discuss your greatest fears, and construct the right plan for
you. You will pay a reasonable fee and sleep well. That peace of mind is priceless.
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